SURFSIGHT AI
VIDEO TELEMATICS
A step forward in fleet safety
THE BEST IN CLASS LIVE VIDEO TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE IN THE MARKET

 FUTURE PROOF
 Grows with your fleet needs, no need to swap hardware to get
additional features
 ENTRY LEVEL PRICE
 Surfsight delivers a premium solution without sacrificing product
quality for price
 DISTRACTED DRIVER DETECTION
 With improved facial recognition technology that works during the
day or night to alert distracted and drowsy drivers
 RUGGED TESTED
 Built for commercial vehicles by
an experienced team
 SIMPLIFIED INSTALLATION
 Simple 10 minute install
 WIFI HOTSPOT
 Easily connect different devices

80% of car crashes are
attributed to driver distraction

Commercial fleet accident rate
reaches 20%
Distracted driving is
preventable
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Surfsight AI-12 front view

PTCRB certified
3G/4G connectivity

Build for all vehicle types
1080P HD adjustable 140° wide
angle road-facing camera

Built in GPS

Tamper resistant SIM and
128 GB SD card slot, secured
with safety screws

Battery for
parking mode

Build in WiFi hotspot can provide
access to other iOT devices
and additional 4 cameras

Sensors detecting
driving conditions

Surfsight AI-12 in cabin view

Fast and simple installation
with locking bracket
Touch screen to assist
in installation, view cameras
and provide drivers coaching

720P HD adjustable wide
angle color and IR cabin
facing, cameras for
assisting distracted drivers

High resistance to
heat and cold
Built-in speaker for
alerts and coaching

Rotating and locking to
set camera positions
SOS button

Surfsight cloud service
 Manage all your vehicles from a
secured cloud dashboard

 Receive email alerts of harsh
driving incidents

 Get instant access to live video and
video retrievals, for each vehicle,
stored in the cloud for 30 days

 Set permission and roles, for data
and users access control

 View vehicle GPS route tracking,
details and history logs

 Supported by fully redundant
media servers with 99.99%
uptime
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